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Physics Opportunities from RHIC Isobar run

• Basic pure EM process in Heavy-ion 
collisions 
• Constrain charge radius at RHIC 

• UPC
• Centrality
• beam energy dependence 

• Final-state EM field 
• Charge vs baryon stopping, 

opportunity with isobar data
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http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1804.01813
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1705.01460
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1705.01460
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Two gold (Au) ions (red) move in opposite direction at 99.995% of the speed of light (v, for velocity, = 
approximately c, the speed of light). As the ions pass one another without colliding, two photons (γ) from 
the electromagnetic cloud surrounding the ions can interact with each other to create a matter-antimatter 
pair: an electron (e-) and positron (e+).

First, some basics of the Breit-Wheeler 
process



Lowest-order QED calculation
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Initial Transverse Momentum Broadening
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we can afford many mistakes in the search. 
The main thing is to make them as fast as 
possible. 
– John Archibald Wheeler 
doi:10.1063/1.3120895

Zha, et al., arXiv: 1812.02820
M. Vidovic, et al., Phys.Rev. C47 (1993) 2308

S. Klein, et al. Comput.Phys.Commun. 212 (2017) 258-268

arXiv:1005.3531, unpublished

Is photon pt really driven by uncertainty principle 
and independent of position-momentum correlation? 

w/g≲kt<<w
Higher-order/virtuality cancels to 1/g2~=10-4
NLO QED coupling constant a=1/137

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_object_identifier
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.3120895
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Electron Identification
TPC dE/dx: large hadron background

EMC: pT>~2.0 GeV/c

|1/β-1|<0.03

Not able to do without TOF!

A prototype TOF tray (TOFr) in 2003
TOF is not always the obvious choice 
but it has proven to be crucial for STAR 

nucl-ex/0505026, M. Shao et al.
X. Dong PHD Thesis (USTC 2005)
L. Ruan PHD Thesis (USTC 2004)



Reject Hadronic Background
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From p/e>100 
To p/e<1/100

Phys. Rev. Lett. 89 (2002) 272302

J. Adam et al. (STAR Collaboration)
Phys. Rev. Lett. 127 (2021) 052302



pT broadening

Two Issues: 

pT spread (st) > Model
additional broadening of
40MeV 

Au+Au > U+U

Why “broadening”: 
Gaussian in pT

Au+Au

U+U
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STARlight Model
data



What did STAR say in the publication?
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Two gold (Au) ions (red) move in opposite direction at 99.995% of the speed of light (v, for velocity, = 
approximately c, the speed of light). As the ions pass one another without colliding, two photons (γ) from 
the electromagnetic cloud surrounding the ions can interact with each other to create a matter-antimatter 
pair: an electron (e-) and positron (e+).

Ultra-Peripheral Collisions



Well understood kinematics 
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Photon TMD in UPC
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CMS Abstract: “This observation demonstrates the transverse momentum 
and energy of photons emitted from relativistic ions have impact 
parameter dependence. These results constrain precision modeling of 
initial photon-induced interactions in ultra-peripheral collisions. They 
also provide a controllable baseline to search for possible final-state 
effects on lepton pairs resulting from the production of quark-gluon 
plasma in hadronic heavy ion collisions.”
https://news.rice.edu/2021/09/20/physicists-probe-light-smashups-to-guide-future-research-2/

https://news.rice.edu/2021/09/20/physicists-probe-light-smashups-to-guide-future-research-2/
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Y. Hatta
Quite a few techniques 
used in QCD 
can be used in 
strong-field QED as well 

Understanding the QED is 
also important for 
quantitative extraction 
of the photoproduction 

Wang/Pu/Wang, PRD, https://arxiv.org/pdf/2106.05462.pdf

维格纳函数



Lessons learned (AIóLearning)
The simplest Equivalent Photon Approximation (EPA):  

use photon-photon cross section 

but ignore the interference of two LOQED diagrams, 

integrate out the impact-parameter dependence, 

Put back b-dependence by independently adding two-photon 
kinematics 

Last point use the Uncertainty Principle and produces the wrong 
conclusion. 

The reality: 

LOQED is consistent with real photon approximation, 

Photon momentum is correlated with position (Wigner function) 

Interference and impact parameter should not 
be ignored. 

13

STAR, Phys. Rev. C 70 (2004) 31902
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Constraint on charge distribution 
with precision
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Use WS distribution and output to obtain best chi2 to the data points
A hint of sharper distribution (larger radius and smaller skin)

Xiaofeng Wang (SDU)

200GeV and 54GeV Au+Au

Low energy scattering: R=6.38fm, d=0.535fm
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arXiv:2103.16623 EPJA

https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.16623


Energy-dependence measurements sensitive to 
the infrared-divergence term 

• QED has a well-known infrared-divergence due to the 
massless of photons (1/q4) 
In e+e- collisions, the interaction can be formulated as 
photon collisions with finite momentum transfer (virtuality) 
cutoff: qmin and qmax since g→∞
(particle data group 2020, section 50.7 Eq.50.44)

• Heavy-ion UPC at RHIC naturally regulated by 
the form factor at high q and finite w/g at low q.
This is crucial for discovery of the Breit-Wheeler 
process and the photon spatial-momentum-spin correlation 
Vector direction and resolving power become poor as qà0

• We can further test this by studying the beam energy (g) 
dependence of <pt>. Analytic integration: 
< pt2 >= ∫! 𝑝𝑡2𝑑𝑛 ≈(ℏ/R)2−4 "

#

$
ln %"

#For w=300MeV, R=6.8fm, 
BW <pt> ≈ 41MeV at g→∞, 44MeV at g=100, 53MeV at 
g=25;

X.F. Wang (SDU)



Isobar data on charge distribution
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Expected data: x3 more data than used in BUR 
J/Psi trigger data in addition

STAR 2017 BUR
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Are there final-state QED effects?
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STAR Beam Use Request (2023-2025): 

https://drupal.star.bnl.gov/STAR/syste
m/files/BUR2020_final.pdf

Precision data with 
QED theory comparisons: 
Both on-going at LHC and RHIC

How about azimuthal anisotropy 
relative to reaction plane? 



Best example of magnetohydrodynamics: SUN
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This image taken by the Solar Dynamics 
Observatory's Atmospheric Imaging 
Assembly (AIA) instrument at 171 
Angstrom shows the current conditions 
of the quiet corona and upper transition 
region of the Sun.

Image Credit: NASA/SDO
Last Updated: Aug. 7, 2017
Editor: NASA Content Administrator

Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) is the study of 
the magnetic properties and behavior of 
electrically conducting fluids. Examples of such 
magnetofluids include plasmas, liquid metals, salt 
water, and electrolytes. The word "magneto-
hydrodynamics" is derived from magneto-
meaning magnetic field, hydro-meaning water, 

and dynamics meaning movement. The field of 
MHD was initiated by Hannes Alfv, for which he 
received the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1970.
The fundamental concept behind MHD is that 
magnetic fields can induce currents in a moving 
conductive fluid, which in turn polarizes the fluid 
and reciprocally changes the magnetic field itself. 
The set of equations that describe MHD are a 
combination of the Navier–Stokes 
equations of fluid dynamics and Maxwell’s 
equations of electromagnetism. These differential 
equations must be solved simultaneously, either 
analytically or numerically.

Wikipedia

磁流体动力学

QED+QCD?



Summary

• Data show clearly sensitivity to the nuclear charge geometry 
• Need model and data comparison to extract nuclear radius 
• Current study of Breit-Wheeler process and vector-meson diffractive 

shows 
• Consistence between charge radius at low energy and RHIC
• large difference between charge radius and strong-interaction radius in 

Uranium 
• High-statistics in future will be able to probe final-state EM effect in 

QGP
• Isobar data with BW e+e- can be used to determine the EM field 

difference and if there is final-state effect

25



Charge vs baryon stopping and how isobar 
data can help
• BES-Tea Seminar: 
• https://drive.google.com/file/d/12wis6PcofzqF6q0Smb_E0W2TFmIcV

Sk1/view

26
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Two gold (Au) ions (red) move in opposite direction at 99.995% of the speed of light (v, for velocity, = 
approximately c, the speed of light). As the ions pass one another without colliding, two photons (γ) from 
the electromagnetic cloud surrounding the ions can interact with each other to create a matter-antimatter 
pair: an electron (e-) and positron (e+).

UPC AND peripheral collisions

One of the most important assumptions 
is that the ions (charge) maintains the 
velocity and straight-line trajectory 
One can them quantize external EM field 
as photons with small virtuality and low-pT



Other RHIC and LHC energies and centralities
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Xiaofeng Wang for STAR, IS 2021

ATLAS data: PRL 121 (2018) 212301
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If straight-line and velocity of charges do not maintain, 
there is not reason to have low-pt, cos(4phi) and 
cross section as predicted by QED which assumes those
And the J/Psi photoproduction … 
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Baryon Junction
• Many of the models used for heavy-ion 

collisions at RHIC (HIJING, AMPT, UrQMD) 
have implemented a nonperturbative baryon 
stopping mechanism
V. Topor Pop, et al, Phys. Rev. C 70, 064906 (2004)
Zi-Wei Lin, et al, Phys. Rev. C 72, 064901 (2005)
M. Bleicher, et al, J.Phys.G 25, 1859-1896 (1999)
• Baryon Junction: nonperturbative 

configuration of gluons linked to all three 
valence quarks
• Carries the baryon number
• Theorized to be an effective mechanism of stopping 

baryons in 𝑝𝑝 and 𝐴𝐴
D. Kharzeev, Physics Letters B 378, 238-246 (1996)
• But no signature of baryon junction has been 

cleanly identified in the experiment

11/30/2021 Nicole Lewis, BNL NP Seminar 30

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quark



Model implementations of baryons at RHIC
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V. Topor Pop
Z.W. Lin (AMPT) X.N. Wang (theory summary)

Abandoned?



Different ways of quantifying baryon rapidity loss
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STAR, Phys. Rev. C 79 (2009) 34909; 96 (2017) 44904 

Keep in mind that 
the exponential slope 
is close to ½ 

BESI data continues with the trend
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Data: double ratio, PYTHIA is just raio; model stops no enough baryon and too much charge



Measure rapidity dependence of net-protons
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PYTHIA predicts a much bigger asymmetry (P. Tribedy) 
Baryon junction prediction: exp(-0.5*y) (D. Kharzeev, 1996)

dN/dy of net-proton rapidity distribution in g+A: 
Results by QM2022



Negative/positive charged particle ratios
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In conventional Au+Au collisions: 
pbar/p ratio @ 54.4GeV is ~0.4, 
and decreases with multiplicity
K-/K+ ~=0.8—0.9 

Errors are too large to determine 
charge net charge at 200GeV

STAR, Phys. Rev. C 96 (2017) 44904

Isobar data can cancel many of the detector effects
net baryon B: (p-pbar)*(1+d/dbar*(pbar/p)^2) 
net charge Q: p++K++p – (p-+K-+pbar)

Q=B*(Z/A) if baryon number carried by valence quark 
Q<<B*(Z/A) if gluon junction carries baryon number
Isobar: DQ =? B*(DZ/A)



Solenoidal Tracker at RHIC

Artistic rusty representation of past and present

Crystal Ball prediction of future (literately)

Still an indispensable discovery detector
36


